




Scope of Work 

17 May St. Portland, ME- 2nd Floor 

Edward Moore  

3/12/18 

 

A. Bedroom 1 

1. Add closet door and trim to access existing closet through existing wall. 

 

B. Living Room 

1. Remove existing closet door, replace with framing and wall covering to match existing living room wall. 

 

C. Bedroom 2 

1. Remove existing door to kitchen, replace with framing and wall covering to match existing wall. 

2. Remove bathroom wall and wall coverings to allow for up to 24” expansion of bathroom. Support with header if 

necessary- to be determined upon exposure of wall. 

3. Add proposed wall, including door to access new closet. 

 

D. Bathroom 

1. Remove floor coverings to expose floor joists and determine feasibility of moving toilet. 

2. Remove wall coverings to access sink area. 

3. Bring new plumbing to new toilet location and connect with stack pipe. 

4. Move toilet or install new toilet in newly expanded area of bathroom as shown in plans if feasible, to be 

determined upon uncovering of floor joists, and depending on orientation of floor joists. Toilet center line shall 

have 15” of clearance from wall. 

5. Replace sink with new vanity in same location. 

6. Add new light fixtures above sink and ensure outlets are to code. 

7. Investigate non-working vent fan on ceiling and replace if necessary. 

8. Add new sub floor if necessary and new tile floor. 

9. Replace wall coverings to match existing wall. 

 

E. Kitchen 

1. Remove drop ceiling and remaining plaster and lath ceiling (little remaining plaster and significant lath 

deterioration). Electrician shall re-configure feeds under current drop ceiling to their appropriate new locations.  

2. Remove all wall coverings, wall panels, existing cabinets, peninsula counter, existing sink, and steam radiator that 

is no longer in use.  

3. Remove linoleum on subfloor. If hardwood floor underneath, hardwood will stay. If subfloor only underneath, new 

tile floor will be added. 

4. Two framing/ wall alterations are planned to the existing kitchen walls: 

1. Opening between kitchen and living room to be expanded up to 16”, to be determined upon exposure.  

2. Opening between kitchen and passage to Bedroom 3 to be shifted up to 12” to the right, according to 

plan orientation. This is to allow for a wall of at least 100” between trim on either side to fit proposed 

cabinets. (up to 12” of wall to be removed from left side and up to 12” of wall to be added to right side). 

5. Build 42” high knee wall for plumbing/ electric in proposed new peninsula.  

6. Plumber to install new plumbing to new dishwasher and new sink location. 

7. Plumber to add natural gas line through kitchen wall for new gas stove and connect with existing natural gas 

supply line to apartment.  



8. Electrician to provide wiring to code for outlets, light fixtures, appliances, and switches.  

9. Install new drywall on walls and ceiling, including 5/8” Type X sheetrock to code for ceiling and wall abutting 

back stairway. 

10. Install new appliances, cabinets, and counters according to “Kitchen Detail Plan”. 

11. Install new fixtures, switches, and outlets to code.  

 

F. Bedroom 3 

1. Add door connecting existing bedroom to kitchen. 

2. Investigate status of insulation on exterior walls, and add insulation if none exists. 

3. Add closet- up to 60” by 24” 

4. Add Rannai and connect to existing natural gas supply line to apartment.  

5. Add outlets, switches, and lights to code. 

 


